The dunny renovation at the Mount Franklin chalet site is just one more example of the collaboration
between agencies along the NSW ACT border. Pictured here post completion are Sam Light (NSW NPWS)
and Luke McElhinney (ACT Parks).

A TWO-JURISDICTION ‘JOHN’
If we’re honest, there are times when those dotted state lines, drawn across a map of
the Australian Alps, just get in the way. Anyone working to manage the Australian Aps
bioregion knows it: sometimes ignoring borders and working alongside your
neighbouring agencies is the obvious way to get the job done better. It might be
anything including managing pest animals and plants or – as in this case study –
bringing a dunny up to environmental spec…
This story begins in the late 1930s when the Canberra Alpine Club built themselves a ski
chalet on an ACT section of Mount Franklin complete with male and female toilets. These
toilets were positioned ten metres away, as it happens, over the border and into NSW. This
was a deliberate act, not only to give toilet goers some privacy, but also to protect the ACT
Cotter catchment which gathers water exclusively to supply Canberra’s drinking water.
As it turns out, those ten metres may have been the reason why, when the 2003 fires whipped
through and destroyed the beloved chalet, the toilets escaped with a light scorching. In the
years since, they have continued to function, serving the needs of visitors who still visit the site
of the former chalet. But the toilets had a brewing potential problem, one that two agencies

recently came together to sort. Sam Light, a senior Field Officer with the NSW National Parks
and Wildlife Service (NSW NPWS) first takes up the tale.
“When the toilets were first built, a hole was blasted in the rock to create the pit. It wasn’t a
large hole – roughly one by two metres. It was rudimentary and there was always the chance
that it could back up and flow out into the sensitive alpine environment. Which is why, since
long before my time, there has been an ongoing need to get the Mount Franklin toilets up to
modern standards.”

Preparing to slide the block off to the side; strapped down safely for the duration of works; the old slab
lifted away; the new pit being dug… (scroll down for more…)

Finally the moment arrived and during the last two years, funding secured by NSW NPWS from
Infrastructure Replacement Program made it possible to both plan and then construct over four
weeks in March.
This is where we meet ACT Parks Ranger Luke McElhinney, Sam Light’s counterpart from the
other side of the dotted line. “In that part of Namadji National Park the border between the ACT
and New South Wales cuts back and forth across the Mount Franklin Road. Especially on
weekend runs, we’ll run into NSW rangers on the road. And we have several sites that are
technically in New South Wales – like the Bulls Head picnic area, and Pryors Hut – that we
maintain. I started out working in Canberra, nowhere near the boundary and never thought

about cross border co-operation until I came to Namadgi.” Understanding that this fluid
approach between the agencies already exists helps makes sense of the rest of the story. So
that while NSW Parks were working on the toilets, Luke from the ACT managed the necessary
road admin, and shared in the provision of the temporary toilets. The ACT also provided
indirect hands-on expertise: some of the contractors used on site come from the ACT,
recommended by ACT Parks, one being a former ACT Parks employee.
So how were the culturally significant toilets refreshed and updated? Sam takes up the story
again. “There were around ten of us working on the project, a mix of agency staff from both
agencies as well as contractors. Knowing we were limited by the dimensions of the existing
above-ground toilet structure, we designed a modified version using existing pre-cast concrete
pits. Our specially modified capping slab locks them together and has holes added for the old
toilet pedestals as well as the new regulation vent pipes.” Of course the old rock-blasted pit
had to be excavated further to fit the new system, something that would call for a rock
hammer, excavator and trucks to remove the initial soil, which was managed as if
contaminated. Luckily there is a road – a dirt road – up to Mount Franklin, however one that
became suddenly longer once the project was booked in. “We had two shorter route options
planned but flooding closed one and the other was restricted due to repairs. So we were forced
to take the longer third route which added about an hour to each trip.”
From Sam’s viewpoint it was important to retain something of the original chalet, in this case
the toilets. “The original chalet may be gone, but the toilets help interpret the site where there
was once an active ski resort – one which now reflects a climate shift with only a handful of
days of snow each year. We're aware the structure may not last forever, but we felt strongly
that the toilets should be retained for as long as they stand. Which is why we opted to hang
onto all the structure’s quirks such as weathered, mismatched timbers and burn scars as they
all tell a story about the site. ” His ACT counterpart agrees on the value of cultural heritage.
Says Luke, “I’ve heard the stories about the chalet, and how everyone knew you were off to
use the toilet if you said you were going to New South Wales. Or the story about the car wreck
that the Canberra Alpine Club managed to get up to the chalet’s ski runs to drive the cable lift:
it was meant to have been in a police car-chase back in the sixties. Members of the club are
still very connected to the site, helping to maintain it, holding open days, sharing the stories,
and running heritage walks.”

HOW TO REFRESH A DUNNY BLOCK
Given the Mount Franklin toilets had managed to survive the fire that destroyed the chalet, it
was a given that they be preserved, and now that the new sewerage system has been
slipped underneath, it would take a dedicated eye to spot the difference. Here’s how it was
done.
STEP ONE: first remove the pedestals and set aside, then cut the nails which have been
holding the building to the old slab.
STEP TWO: jack the structure up onto a set of wheels and neatly roll it onto the sheets of ply
you’ve deliberately positioned slightly downhill, before strapping everything down safely for
the duration of the build.
STEP THREE: now get to work, breaking up the old slab and excavating and removing ten
cubic metres of contaminated fill from the old pit, and a further 20 cubic metres of clean.
STEP FOUR: install the new pre-fab pits under their bespoke capping slab, complete with
waterproof membranes and modern spec pvc plumbing.
STEP FIVE: roll the original timber structure back over the new slab, install the pedestals and
vents, discretely fitting fans. Landscape the site with decomposed granite to look as though
nothing has happened.

The prefab pits set in place; the original old block rolled back over the new capping slab with pans in the
process of being fitted; a gleaming slab is the only clue that something’s been happening underground.

TELL US YOUR STORY: We are always looking for stories to include in this newsletter.
What’s happening in your part of the Alps? If you’ve built a new bridge, cleared a track,
managed pests, done vegetation restoration works or worked on threatened species recovery,
why not send Rob Gibbs a photo and a quick line and he’ll take care of the rest. Maybe you
just went for a particularly fabulous walk and would like to share your experience. We’re
always happy to hear from agency staff members, volunteers and members of the general
community.
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